We study the non-equilibrium (NE) fluctuation-dissipation (FD) relations in the context of quantum thermoelectric transport through a two-terminal nanodevice in the steady-state. The FD relations for the one-and two-particle correlation functions are derived for a model of the central region consisting of a single electron level.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum systems can be driven far from equilibrium either by time-dependent perturbation or by coupling to reservoirs at different chemical potentials or temperatures. In the latter case, the system is said to be open because it can exchange particles and/or energy with the reservoirs, Hence particle and/or energy currents flow throughout the system. Such processes take place in different contexts, ranging from nanoscale thermo-electric conductors to bio-chemical reactions. The recent developments in modern techniques of microscopic manipulation and nanotechnologies enable us to build functional nanoscale systems, for example, electronic nanodevices or molecular motors. Transport properties and fluctuations in such systems can nowadays be experimentally resolved [1] [2] [3] [4] .
At equilibrium, small fluctuations in a system satisfy a universal relation known as the fluctuation-dissipation (FD) theorem 5, 6 . The FD relation connects spontaneous fluctuations to the linear response of the system and holds for both the classical and quantum cases.
The search for similar relations for systems driven far from equilibrium has been an active area of research for many decades. A major breakthrough had taken place with the discovery of exact fluctuation relations, which hold for classical systems at non-equilibrium (NE) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The derivation of fluctuation theorems for quantum systems has also been considered in Refs. [12] [13] [14] [15] , either in the context of quantum heat conduction or electron full counting statistics 10, 14, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] in open quantum systems. Another route to study NE FD relations is to find effective local thermodynamical variables (temperature, chemical potential) dependent on the NE conditions, but entering the conventional equilibrium FD relations [25] [26] [27] .
On one hand, we know that, at equilibrium, the universal expression of the FD theorem involves the thermodynamical variables of the system, i.e. the temperature and the chemical potential. On the other hand, we know that the steady state regime can be seen as an effective equilibrium state [31] [32] [33] . It is therefore mostly interesting to know if there exist extensions of the FD theorem to the NE steady state of an open quantum system connected to reservoirs at their own (but different) equilibrium. For instance, we can ask ourselves if there is a unique functional form of the FD theorem which depends only on the different thermodynamical variables of the reservoirs, i.e. their different temperatures and chemical potentials?
Motivated by understanding such NE properties at the nanoscale and their potential use in practical nanodevices, we study, in this paper, generalisations of FD relations to NE conditions in the presence of both charge and heat transport in the steady state regime.
We consider a two-terminal nanodevice where the central region consists of a single electron level in the presence (or absence) of interaction.
For this model, we show that there is no unique universal expression for the FD relations in a NE steady state. The FD relations depend on the thermodynamical properties of the reservoirs and on the corresponding forces (gradients) that drive the open quantum system out of equilibrium, and on the interaction present in that system.
In particular, we focus on the NE FD relationships for one-particle correlation functions,
i.e. the electron Green's functions (GFs), and for two-particle correlation functions, i.e. the current-current (JJ) and charge-charge (CC) correlation and response functions. We extend the concept of the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) and FD relations to the NE steady state regime. The expressions for the KMS and FD relations for our model open quantum system connected to two reservoirs (in the presence of a finite applied bias and a temperature gradient) are explicitly derived. Furthermore we also consider the many-body (MB) effects on such relations by using a model of an interacting electron-phonon system.
We show that the FD relation for the one-particle correlation functions is strongly dependent on both the NE conditions and the interaction between particles. While the FD relations for the two-particle correlation functions are much less dependent on the interaction. We also briefly discuss how such FD relations could be used to obtain information about the properties of the system from measurements.
To present our results, we have chosen the following organisation of the paper: the main analytical and numerical results are given in the main body of the paper while technical aspects are provided in the Appendices. We provide typical numerical results in the main body of the paper and give additional results for different parameters of the model (representing different physical conditions) in the Appendices. These results are quantitatively different from each other, however they all confirm the trends of the FD relations.
In Sec. II, we recall known relations for the FD theorem at equilibrium. In Sec. III, we focus on the NE steady state regime for a system consisting of a finite size central region (a single electron level) connected to two semi-infinite reservoirs at their own equilibrium.
The expressions for the KMS and FD relations for the one-particle correlation functions are derived in Sec. III B, for both the non-interacting case (Sec. III B 1), and the interacting case (Sec. III B 2). The two-particle correlation functions are derived in Sec. III C, and the corresponding FD relations are obtained from numerical calculations. In Sec. IV, we provide results for the non-interacting system, for which we discuss the concept of effective equilibrium with an effective temperature (Sec. IV B). The effects of the interaction in the central region are shown in Sec. V for a model of local electron-phonon coupling. We present results for the off-resonant (Sec. V A) transport regime (results for resonant transport region are given in Appendix E). The effects of the strength of the coupling to the leads (of the electron-phonon coupling) are shown in Sec. V C (Appendix F). We finally discuss potential connections of our results with experiments in Sec. VI and conclude in Sec. VII.
II. EQUILIBRIUM FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION RELATION
We first recall the important relations obtained from equilibrium statistical mechanics 34 .
At equilibrium, the FD theorem arises from the fact that the time evolution operator e −iHt bears a strong formal similarity to the weighting factor e −βH that occurs in statistical averages by identifying t ≡ −iβ (with the usual definition β = 1/kT ). The key relation is that, for any two operators A and B, one has
We define the following correlation functions
with the minus (plus) sign for A, B being fermion (boson) operators. The integer 1, 2 represents a composite index for space and time coordinates (x i , t i ) (or other convenient index for the space coordinate if one works on a lattice or with localised basis sets).
At equilibrium, these quantities depend only on the time difference, and after Fourier transform, one can write the FD theorem for the correlations X ≶ AB (ω) as follows:
with the ratio r AB (ω) obtained from the equilibrium KMS relation 5, 6, 35, 36 
The minus sign is for fermion operators (plus sign for boson operators) andω = ω − µ eq for grand-canonical ensemble averages with the equilibrium chemical potential µ eq (ω = ω for the canonical ensemble).
For boson operators A and B, the usual relation between commutator and anticommutator is obtained from Eq. (3):
with X ω being the Fourier transform of X(t − t ′ ) .
For fermion operators with A = Ψ and B = Ψ † being the electron annihilation and creation operators respectively, the correlation functions X ≶ AB are the electron GFs X ≶ AB = iG ≶ (ω). We now recall the usual definitions:
from which one can recover the equilibrium FD relation:
Furthermore, using the equilibrium KMS ratio G > (ω)/G < (ω) = −e βω , one obtains another well known relation
All these known equilibrium relations are important to remember for comparison with their NE counterparts that we develop in the next sections.
III. NON-EQUILIBRIUM STEADY STATE FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION RELATIONS
A. The quantum transport set-up
In this paper, we consider the FD relations of one-and two-particle correlation functions in the context of non-equilibrium steady state quantum transport. We focuss on a system consisting of a central region connected to two electrodes (modelled by non-interacting Fermi seas). The central region C may contain interaction characterized by a self-energy Σ int in the NE GF formalism 37, 38 . The left (L) and right (R) electrodes are at their own equilibrium, with a Fermi distribution f α (ω) defined by their respective chemical potentials µ α and temperatures T α (α = L, R). This a typical transport set-up to measure (thermo)electric properties of quantum dots or single-molecule nanoscale junctions 3, 4, 39, 40 .
The expression we derived in the following sections are obtained for a central region consisting of a single electron level (i.e. the single impurity model). They could be generalised to other models with several electronic levels by using the matrix form of the socalled non-equilibrium distribution function 33 . We study the simplest possible model system which nonetheless contains the relevant physics of the transport properties of the molecular junction 33, [41] [42] [43] [44] . Furthermore the specific model used for the electrodes does not need to be specified, as long as the leads can be described by an embedding self-energy Σ α (ω) in the electron GF of the central region.
Our results for the FD relations are general with respect to both the leads Σ α (ω) and the interaction self-energies Σ int , in the same sense that the GFs have a general expression with respect to these self-energies.
B. The one-particle correlation functions
The one-particle correlation functions are the electron GFs defined in the central region.
As shown in Sec. II, they are obtained from two correlation functions:
where d † (d) creates (annihilates) an electron in the central region and . . . is the average over the NE ensemble 32 . In the NE conditions, the GFs are defined on the Keldysh time-loop contour (Appendix A). In the steady state, all quantities depend only on the time difference X(t, t ′ ) = X(t − t ′ ) and can be Fourier transformed into an single-energy representation X(ω).
The non-interacting case
In the absence of interaction in the central region, one can use the properties of the non-interacting lesser and greater GFs G ≶ 0 :
to show that they follow the pseudo-equilibrium relations 45 :
where
is the NE distribution function of the central region in the absence of interaction, and
is the spectral function of the lead α = L, R. We can then determine the FD ratio (FDR) from Eq. (3) as follows:
As expected, FDR[G 0 ] = tanh (βω/2) at equilibrium. The derivation is provided in Appendix B. In this Appendix we also derived explicit expressions for the KMS and FDR for systems at a unique temperature, and with symmetric or asymmetric coupling to the leads.
These results have been already derived, in other forms, in the literature.
However we can extent these results to the cases where there are both a temperature gradient and an applied bias (i.e. each lead at a different temperature and a different chemical potential). We find that the NE FD ratio for the symmetric non-interacting case is given by:
with the averaged inverse temperature given byβ = (β L + β R )/2 and the gradient of inverse temperature given by ∆β = β L − β R .
We can now show an interesting property of similarity between applied bias (at fixed unique temperature) and temperature gradient (at fixed bias). For example, at zero bias
By comparison Eq. (15) 
The concept of local effective temperature, in the presence of an applied bias, is examined in further detail in Section IV B.
The interacting case
In the presence of an interaction described by the self-energy Σ int (ω) in the central region,
we use again the properties of the NE GF G ≶ to find that
From this ratio, we define a NE distribution function f [32] . The NE distribution enters into the relation between the different GFs in a similar form as for the non-interacting case:
The NE distribution f NE (ω) can be expressed as follows:
In the most general cases, we have shown in Refs. [32 and 33] that the full NE distribution f NE (ω) differs from the non-interaction distribution f NE 0 (ω). We can now derive the FD ratio for the interacting GFs as follows:
This expression is similar to the non-interacting case. However, from Eqs. (16) and (18), we obtain after some algebraic manipulation a FD ratio which is clearly different from the non-interacting case:
The FD ratio in Eq. (20) and on the MB effects via the interaction self-energies (which are themselves dependent on the NE conditions).
We have now derived the main analytical results for the NE extension of the FD relations for the one-particle correlation functions (for our model system). The NE FD relations, Eq. (14) and Eq. (20), are less universal than their equilibrium counterparts, in the sense that they depend on both the set-up that drives the system out of equilibrium, i.e. a twoterminal configuration with a applied finite bias V and a temperature gradient ∆β, and on the NE interaction (when present). However the NE FD relations are universal, with respect to the interaction, in the same sense that the GFs have universal expressions with respect to the self-energies.
C. The two-particle correlation functions
The two-particle correlation functions we consider involve products of two pairs of electron creation-annihilation operators. Such pairs can be local or non-local, i.e. diagonal or offdiagonal elements in terms of the regions α = L, C or R. The local pairs correspond to the the charge-charge CC correlation function, and the non-local pairs to the current-current JJ correlation function.
We now recall the definitions 1 for the fluctuation correlation function S X αβ for a quantity X α (the charge or current in the region α = L, C or R):
where δX α (t) = X α (t) − X α . The definition of the corresponding response function is:
For the current flowing at the α = L, R contact, we have X α (t) = J α (t). The charge current is expressed as follows 43, 47 :
For the charge density in the central region, we take α = β = C and X C (t) = n C (t) with
The trace Tr x is taken on the electronic degrees of freedom of the region x = L, C or R.
In the steady state, all quantities are dependent only on the time difference τ = t − t ′ , i.e.
X(t, t ′ ) = X(t − t ′ ) and after Fourier transform we obtain all quantities with a single-energy argument X(ω). The general expressions for the fluctuation and response functions are:
The explicit expression for jj ± ω is given in Appendix D. We define the NE FD ratio for the JJ correlation functions as:
At equilibrium, we have the usual FD relation:
as the current operator is a boson-like operator 48 .
For the charge-charge CC fluctuation S N (ω) and response R N (ω) functions, we have
with
The FD ratio for the CC correlation functions is defined as:
At equilibrium the charge-charge correlation and response functions follow the FD relation Eq. (28) since the charge operator is also a boson-like operator 50 .
We have now all the tools to present numerical calculations for the NE FDR of the JJ and CC correlation functions and compare such a FDR with the FDR of the GFs. In the figures of the next sections, we actually represent the inverse of the
This permits us to avoid the divergence of the coth-like function at ω = 0 and it allows for a direct comparison with the NE FD ratio of the GFs (which behaves as tanh βω/2 at equilibrium).
D. Breakdown of the equilibrium relations
As shown above, the KMS and FD relations do not hold generally in the NE conditions, even if the steady state could be seen as a pseudo-equilibrium state 31, 32 .
In order to understand more quantitatively the origin of such a breakdown, we consider the reformulation of NE quantum statistical mechanics made by Hershfield 31 . In this work, a time-independent NE density matrix ρ NE ≡ e −β(H−Y ) is derived. It incorporates both the NE and MB effects 31, [53] [54] [55] .
The Y operator is constructed by an iterative scheme from the equation of motion (in the interaction representation) of an initial Y 0 operator. In the case of a two-terminal device, 
which is different from the equilibrium relation Eq. (1). The usual equilibrium FD relations break down at NE because additional contributions arise from the expansion
Indeed, any operator B (electron annihilation/creation, charge current, charge density)
does not necessarily commute with the NE operator Y . Hence NE FD relations depend on the full series of commutators [βY, B] . In that sense, these FD relations will be less universal than the equilibrium FD theorem, since they depend on the nature of the operator B and on the NE operator Y which includes both the NE and MB effects.
IV. NUMERICAL APPLICATION: THE NON-INTERACTING CASE
In the absence of interaction, the Hamiltonian for the central region C is simply given by
We choose to model the left and right electrodes by one-dimensional tight-binding chains with hopping integrals t 0L and t 0R to the central region. The corresponding (retarded) lead self-energy is Σ r α (ω) = t 2 0α /β α e ikα with the dispersion relation ω = ε α + 2β α cos k α (ω). With such a choice, the lead self-energy is energy dependent and go beyond the wideband limit.
Furthermore, we model the fraction of potential drops at the contacts by µ L = µ eq + η V V and µ R = µ eq − (1 − η V )V , with an approximation for the η V factor taken from [56 and 57] :
Full NE GF calculations 37, 38 have been performed (with Σ int = 0) for a wide range of the different parameters. We consider also different possible regimes, including symmetric (t 0L = t 0R ) and asymmetric (t 0L = t 0R ) coupling to the leads, different strengths of coupling t 0α , different biases V with symmetric and asymmetric potential drops at the contacts, different transport regimes (off-resonant ε 0 ≫ µ eq , and resonant ε 0 ∼ µ eq ), and different temperatures. regimes are shown. At equilibrium, the FD ratio is given by tanh βω/2. The other parameters
A. FD ratio and NE distribution We can see strong deviations from the equilibrium FD ratio in the presence of the NE conditions (∆µ = 0 and ∆T = 0). The presence of a temperature gradient on top of the applied bias increases the deviation from the equilibrium behaviour.
Crudely speaking, the shape of the FDR (inverse FDR for the two-particle correlations) in the presence of an applied bias ∆µ = 0 (with ∆T = 0) looks like the equilibrium FDR with a different (smaller) slop at the origin, i.e. with a larger effective temperature. It seems like applying a bias corresponds to an increase of the local temperature.
Furthermore one can see a different behaviour of the FD ratio of the GFs in comparison to the FDR of the JJ and CC correlations. Indeed, the limit FDR→ 0 for ω → 0 is obtained for the two-particle correlations in any conditions. For the one-particle correlation, this limit is obtained only for certain conditions. Such a behaviour is related to the intrinsic symmetry 
of the NE distribution function f Finally, it should be noted that the FDR of the two-particle correlations has always the limit FDR→ 0 when ω → 0, as for the equilibrium FDR. This comes from the fact that the FDR of the JJ and CC correlations is not directly related to the NE distribution, in opposition to the FDR[GF]. 
B. Effective equilibrium approximation
In the linear response regime (small applied bias), it has been show that the FD ratio could be approximated by an effective equilibrium FDR calculated with an effective temperature (β eff ) which differ from the thermodynamical temperature (β L or β R ) 26, 27, 58 . The concept of a single, but effective, temperature in the central region is reasonable for a small system (i.e.
single impurity model) 28, 29 . However in larger systems, one generally observes a temperature profile (not a unique effective temperature) in the central region 30 . Such a temperature profile cannot in general be described by an effective equilibrium 30 .
In the following, we show numerically to which extent the approximation of an effective single temperature is valid for the JJ correlations in our single impurity model. It is interesting to note that the effective temperature behaves as T eff = T (1 + αV ) in the linear regime. Such a behaviour is similar to the results obtained analytically in Ref. [26] for an electronic system driven out of equilibrium by pumping, i.e. by a local a.c. field in the absence of applied bias.
V. NUMERICAL APPLICATION: THE INTERACTING ELECTRON-PHONON CASE
We now provide numerical calculations of the NE FDR for a specific choice of interaction in the central region. We consider a model with electron-phonon interaction 37, 38 . This is a minimal model which contains the essential physics for studying inelastic transport properties of single-molecule junctions, as we have shown in Refs. [37, 38, 44, 57, and 59] .
The Hamiltonian for the central region is now We have performed calculations for the same wide range of parameters as in Section IV.
Furthermore we also consider different ranges of electron-phonon coupling strength: from weak to intermediate γ 0 /ω 0 ∼ 0.7 for which the Hartree-Fock approximation is valid 37, 38 .
In the following, we study the behaviour of the NE FD relations in the presence and in the absence of interaction. We show how the interaction modifies the FDR of the GFs and of the CC and JJ correlation functions.
A. Off-resonant transport regime Figure 5 shows the FD ratio of the GF in the off-resonant transport regime, in the presence and the absence (NI) of interaction. The results for the resonant transport regime are given in Appendix E.
One can clearly see that the presence of interaction strongly modify the FD ratio, even for the medium coupling regime (γ 0 /ω 0 = 0.4 in Fig. 5 ). The deviation from equilibrium are stronger for larger V when the bias window include a substantial spectral weight of the self-energy Σ ≶ int . This is the regime when the single-(quasi)particle representation for quantum transport breaks down 59 .
At large bias, we can obtain negative values of the FD ratio of the GFs. This is when the NE MB effects are not negligible and induce strong modifications of the NE distribution f NE as shown in the inset of Figure 5 for the bias V = 0.5 larger than the energy of the phonon ω 0 = 0.3.
Even for a symmetric coupling to the leads, the MB effects induces a redistribution of the electron population in f NE , as shown by the red solid line in the inset of Figure 5 . The These results show that the NE FD relation for the GF is strongly dependent on the NE conditions as well as on the MB effects. It should be noted that however the GF are quantities not directly accessible to measurements in opposition to the current or the charge.
It is now interesting to see how the FD relations for the two-particle correlations are affected by the interaction. In Figure 6 , we show the inverse FD ratio for the JJ and CC correlation functions for the off-resonant regime (same parameters as in Fig. 5 ). The inverse of the FD ratio for two-particle correlation functions is completely different from the FD ratio of the GFs. Although, in the limit of very small applied bias, it follows approximately well the equilibrium behaviour in tanh βω/2.
However, for finite but small bias, the FDR of the two-particle correlation functions with interaction is not well represented by an effective equilibrium form in tanh β eff ω/2, as it was the case in the absence of interaction. 
More interestingly, the NE FD ratio for the JJ correlations is much less dependent on the interactions themselves than the FDR of the GFs. More results for the dependence of the Therefore, the FDR of the GF and the JJ or CC correlations are not be identical. Furthermore, for the JJ correlations, one deals with an higher order product than for the GFs.
Hence the expansion of e −βY Be βY contains higher order powers in terms of the interaction coupling parameters (in case our case, in terms of γ 
B. Thermoelectric transport regime
In this section, we consider the effects of both a chemical potential gradient and a temperature gradient across the two-terminal junction. Figure 7 shows the FD ratio of the GFs and the inverse FDR of the JJ and CC correlation functions for the off-resonant regime (the results for the resonant regime are given in Appendix G).
The FDR of the GFs is once more strongly dependent on both the NE and the MB effects, while the FDR of the JJ correlation is much less dependent on the interaction. The presence of the temperature gradient act as if the central region is subjected to an effective temperature in between T L and T R . This can be easily understood from the expression of the FD ratio for the non-interacting GF given by Eq. (14) . In this equation,β (the average of the inverse temperatures β α of the leads) plays the role of the β factor in the absence of temperature gradient.
Furthermore, as soon as V = 0, we observe a shift in the FDR of the GFs, i.e. FDR [G] = 0 at ω = 0. This shift in the ω-axis can also be understood from examination of Eq. (14) and has been explained in detail in Section IV A for the non-interacting case.
C. Influence of the coupling to the leads
So far, we have considered "weak" coupling to the leads in the sense that the features in the spectral function of the central region, i.e. main resonance and phonon side-band peaks, can be resolved 37, 38 . We now consider the limit of strong coupling to the leads where the width of the peaks (∼ Γ/2) in the spectral function is much larger than their energy 
since they are not (yet) reproducible in a controlled manner from device to device.
Furthermore, a strong departure from the master curves could also indicate a general breakdown of the main hypothesis used in our model: the interactions are present also outside the central region, or there are more than two energy/particle reservoirs connected to the central region.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have derived FD relations for the one-particle and the two-particle correlation functions in the context of quantum transport through a two-terminal device in the steady state regime. We have also provided numerical applications of our derivations for the case of a single impurity model in the presence of electron-phonon interaction. Our calculations are mostly relevant for electron-phonon interacting systems, but are not limited only to these processes. Indeed, they could also be valid for systems with electron-electron interaction when one considers approximations of the dynamical screening of the interaction, leading to an effective electron-boson model Hamiltonian 60 .
We have expressed the FD ratio of the GFs (one-particle correlations) for different cases.
We have found a universal form for the FDR in absence of interaction and with a symmetric coupling to the leads, i.e. the FD ratio depends only on the temperatures of the reservoirs and on the applied bias. In the case of asymmetry, the FDR depends also on the coupling to the leads via the Γ α quantity. In the presence of interactions in the central region, the FDR depends additionally on these interactions via the self-energies Σ ≶ int . The expressions of the FDR for the current-current and charge-charge (two-particle) correlations are not obtained in an straightforward analytic manner. We have obtained such FD ratios from numerical NE GF calculations.
We have shown that the FD ratio for both the one-particle and two-particle correlation functions are always different from the universal equilibrium FDR. The FD relations depend on both the 'forces' (∆µ and/or ∆T ) driving the system out of equilibrium and on the interaction. However the FD relations for the current-current correlations are much less dependent on the interaction itself. Furthermore, we have shown that, in the linear regime, the FDR of the current-current correlations can be described by a effective equilibrium relation, using an effective local temperature which is dependent on the applied bias. 
Appendix A: NEGF
The Green's function is defined on the Keldysh time-loop contour C K as follows:
where X, Y stands for a composite index for the electronic states in the L, C or R region, and the time ordering T of the product of fermion creation (c † Y ) and annihilation (c X ) quantum fields is performed on the time-loop contour [61] [62] [63] [64] .
When the 2 time arguments are on the same branch of C K , we deal with the usual time is later on the contour C K than any time on the forward-time branch (+), i.e. For symmetric coupling to the leads, Γ L = Γ R and µ L,R = µ eq ± V /2, we obtain the following results for the FD and KMS ratio after algebraic manipulations:
and
Interestingly, in the symmetric coupling case, both the KMS and FD ratios are independent of the coupling to the leads Γ α .
At equilibrium, when V = 0, we recover the expected results: 
= tanh (βω/2) .
In general, the left and right contacts are different (Γ L = Γ R ) and there are asymmetric potential drops at the contacts, i.e. µ α = µ eq + η α V , with the condition ∆µ
. In such conditions, we find that the corresponding FD ratio Eq. (13) is given explicitly by:
For the KMS ratio we obtain the following expression:
Therefore, in the general case, both the FD and KMS ratios are dependent on the coupling to the leads via the imaginary part of the leads' self-energies Γ α (ω).
In order to make full use of the Keldysh formalism, we rewrite the correlation functions with an appropriate time-ordering on the time-loop contour 66,67 , i.e.
where ζ indicates the location on the the backward-time branch (−) or forward-time branch (+) of the time-loop contour C K . Knowing that any time of the branch (−) is always later than any time on the branch (+), we get the proper ordering
with t on branch (-) and t ′ on branch (+) in the first correlator X α (t)X β (t ′ ) , and t ′ on branch (-) and t on branch (+) in the second correlator X β (t ′ )X α (t) .
With such rules, we redefine the two-particle correlation function S We use the Wick's theorem on the time-loop contour C K with t on branch (−) and t ′ on branch (+) and we can decompose the products of operators to obtain:
Using the definition of the NEGF and the compact notation
, we find that
where an implicit time-ordering on C K is used in the averages. An equivalent relation for B(t ′ )A(t) is obtained with, this time, t ′ on branch (-) and t on branch (+) : 
We evaluate all the necessary matrix elements for the GFs and self-energies using the Langreth rules of decomposition on the time-loop contour 64 . We keep in mind that the off-diagonal elements of Σ XY are given by the hopping matrix elements between the central region C and the L or R lead.
We finally obtain expressions in terms of quantities (GFs and self-energies) defined only in the central region C. After Fourier transform of the different products G
we end up with traces over the states in the region C as given by Eqs. (D1) and (D2) for the current, and Eq. (30) for the charge respectively.
Appendix D: The current-current correlation functions
The full expression for the current-current correlation functions Eq. (25) is given by (see Refs. [68] [69] [70] [71] ):
The expression for j β j α + ω is obtained from j α j β − ω by swapping the index α ↔ β and taking the energy argument (u + ω) instead of (u − ω) The two-particle correlation functions are X LR − X RL + X RR )/4. We obtain the corresponding symmetrized version jj
where Σ α±β = Σ α ± Σ β .
Appendix E: Resonant transport regime
In Figure 9 , we show the FD ratio for the GFs and the inverse the FD ratio for JJ and CC correlation functions in the resonant regime with full electron-hole symmetry (i.e. no
Hartree self-energy in the calculations [37] ). In this case, the spectral function of the central region always presents an electron-hole symmetry. Furthermore, we can see that FDR [GF] is always positive as the NE distribution f NE presents the same electron-hole symmetry as the non-interacting and equilibrium distribution f NE 0 and f eq .
We observe that, similarly to the off-resonant case, the inverse FDR of the JJ correlation For the current-current correlations functions, one can see that FDR deviates from the non-interacting case only for large electron-phonon coupling (γ 0 /ω 0 > 0.5). In such cases, the validity of the lowest order expansion for the interaction self-energies becomes questionable (see Refs. [37 and 38] ).
The dependence of FDR[CC] on the interaction is more important than for FDR [JJ] . This is probably due to the fact that, in our model, the electron-phonon interaction is mediated via the charge density (the local operators d † d) in the central region. Hence the dependence on the interaction is stronger in the CC correlations than in the JJ correlations, since the current is a non-local operator, not directly related to the charge density in the central region.
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